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i, all you folks back on Earth! This is Hannah Monksman, checking
in with another update for you on the Ark Project and your favorite
whales—and the most important mission ever undertaken by the human
race. Gosh, that sounds so strange! To think that I’ve been chosen for this!
Just so you know, Tobias tried to give me a fish yesterday. He held it up
to the aquarium wall, clenched in his teeth! I had to tell him again that
I couldn’t breach the containment of the tank, not without good reason.
That’s one of the toughest things about being in charge of creatures
like this. I guess I’m going to envy all those people who come after me, in
other Arks, carrying other creatures—elephants, tigers, zebra, antelopes.
Land mammals, apart from the dangerous ones, can be touched.

Ruth Fox

You can physically put your hands on them. But there’s always going
to be a barrier between me and the whales.
To answer the question sent in by Zara from Russia, I guess the Link
makes up for the loneliness! I get to hear the whales, feel them. I know
where each of them is, unless they don’t want me to. I can see through their
eyes. But still. It’s like having a best friend living in an isolation ward. You
just want to give them a hug, and you can’t . . .
She paused the recording and closed her eyes, fighting to choke
down the sense of revulsion rising in her, blocking out the hologram
of her own face that hovered in the air in front of her, parroting her
words like a bad mimic. God! Who was this bright-eyed, bubbly
stranger? She sounded like a moron.
Just get it over with, she told herself.
Pressing her lips together, she resumed the recording.
Well, I have a few boring chores to slog my way through. I’ll have more
for you tomorrow. Don’t go anywhere! This is Hannah Monksman, on the
morning of July 3, 2078 signing off.
She ceased the recording, pushing the translucent, floating window aside with a swipe of one hand and allowing the projected image
of her own face to disappear back into her tablet. Her bowl of soup
took its place, steaming malodorously. Now at least she could get on
with her day—and she had something pressing to take care of.
Something was wrong with Adonai.
The computer told her differently—his vitals were fine, his temperature normal. He was making no movements that suggested he was
distressed. Even if the computer’s readouts weren’t enough, the Link
told her there was nothing to worry about. It is fine, Adonai repeated
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through it every time she pressed him. It is, all of it, fine. The Link
couldn’t lie. The slightest nuance of each of whale’s thought was conveyed to her through the quantum matrices that had been mapped
onto her brain during her integration. But after ninety-one days on
this ship, she knew it, and she couldn’t ignore the nagging feeling for
long.
“Computer,” she said, as she snagged her toolbelt from a nearby
bench and slung it around her waist. “I’m heading to the Aquarium.”
“Aquarium maintenance is not scheduled for 0600, July 3, 2078,
Kim.”
Kim. That was her name. She tended to forget it these days, after
so long playing Hannah Monksman. Sighing, she pushed aside her
bowl of tepid soup. It was another powdered, freeze-dried thing from
a packet that tasted of nothing but salt.
“I know. I’m not doing maintenance.”
“I must advise that it’s preferable to adhere to schedules, Kim.
That way, we can ensure the proper functioning of the ship and its
components.”
There was always something slightly strange about the way the
computer uttered pronouns. “We” always carried the same inflection
as “I.” So—most of the time—did “you.” The result was something
too close to sarcasm, as if everything it said carried with it a slight
rebuke. She wondered if she could tinker with the vocal processors,
similar to the way she had convinced it to override the name it used
for her. After only a few days on Seiiki, she hadn’t been able to stand
hearing it call her “Hannah.” She knew her way around a computer
system, but she wasn’t an expert coder. She was, on the other hand,
very persuasive, and she had engaged the computer in a conversation
about nicknames. Such names weren’t used in official records, such
as transmissions to other ships, she had explained, but it would help
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her feel more at home if it referred to her as Kim when it spoke to her
directly. The computer assured her this was an acceptable request and
that any outwardly transmitted data from Seiiki would not contain the
informal designation.
She shoved the idea of further alterations to the back of her mind,
along with the tantalizing thought that one day she could stop pretending to be Hannah Monksman. Something else to do on a rainy
day, she told herself with an inward smile.
“Perhaps,” the computer continued, “you could send one of the
droids while you attend to your allotted tasks. You are scheduled to
be in the Operations Center now and to begin your systems check of
the interior tech droids at fourteen-twenty hours.”
“Seiiki’ll be fine if I slip down there for half an hour,” she said
aloud, resisting the urge to roll her eyes. The computer could detect
her gestures and had basic interpretation abilities. “Keep me updated.” She didn’t make it a question because she was already on her
way, up out of her chair, dumping her inedible soup down the drain
and leaving the bowl to be rinsed by the auto-washer, then swinging
through the doorway that took her from the mess into the corridor.
“Kim,” the computer protested plaintively, but she tapped the
back of her left hand with her right, drawing the kanji to deactivate
its voice temporarily. She walked along the clanking decking, vague
impressions of the deck below showing through the grated plates.
Seiiki, at 3,000 feet long from nose to tail, and almost a third of that
in width and depth, was the largest ship she’d ever been aboard. Even
in the comparatively narrow corridor, she felt an overwhelming sense
of immensity.
The passageway dipped down, then back up toward the tail of
the ship, but Kim wasn’t going that far. There were maglifts there, but
she’d use the ramps instead. It wasn’t that she needed exercise, more
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that she’d started seizing any excuse to work out her body. The gravity
aboard was 0.72 g’s, slightly less than Earth’s gravity, slightly greater
than Mars’s. It always felt like she was doing less work than she should
be, even when she was only buttering her toast.
The access to the ramps was about halfway along the corridor.
She didn’t pause in her stride but swung around the jamb to begin her
descent. The ramps spiraled upwards and downwards with a landing
at each of the nineteen decks, but most of those decks were empty
space. She only really used six of them, and even then, only parts of
those were even functional at this stage of the journey—large sections of the ship were devoted to storage of equipment and construction materials that would be used when they reached New Eden, and
as such, didn’t require life support or regular maintenance. Feeling a
fresh onrush of energy—most of which probably came from the pure
fact of having something to occupy her mind—she began to jog.
The ramp threaded its way through other ramps, some larger
thoroughfares and others smaller, like the one she was on. Bridges
joined them. You could reach any point on the ship from this nexus
of walkways.
The computer was right. She could have sent one of the droids.
Even now, one of them was idling on the inward curve of a ramp as she
circled one of the stanchions that ran through Seiiki’s core. It looked
lost, lonely, and bored—if a creature made of electronics could be any
of those things. It was one of the mid-size ones, designed for diagnostics and rudimentary repairs. Its “head”—a six-sided dome, pocked
with small colored windows that made it look like a children’s toy—
swiveled as she passed, as if hopeful to be given a task. Still, this was a
job she needed to complete on her own.
The light dimmed the farther down she went. Deck Fifteen, the
lowest, was about six feet in height, but Deck Ten, her destination,
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was five times that. The Aquarium ran through the ship from Deck
Twelve to Deck Eight, taking up varying amounts of space on each
deck, and in some sections it was 200 feet from ceiling to floor. The
lights were far overhead, even along these sections of the ramps. As
they detected her motion and flickered on, they made the featureless
grey deck look flat, as if she were looking at a painting on a wall rather
than reality.
As if to add to this dreamlike state, Adonai’s voice echoed softly
in her mind.
No need to come closer. It is well. Little one, go back.
Kim shook her head, as if Adonai could see or feel the gesture
through the Link. He couldn’t, of course, but at times he was so strong
inside her that she almost forgot. He had never been like the others.
Ignoring him, because, if anything, his protests only worried
her more, she stepped from the ramp to the landing and crossed the
bridge to into Deck Ten. The cavernous space opened up around her
as soon as she’d passed through the hexagonal doorway, and it was
like plunging into the very depths of the ocean. It was the Aquarium
that made it seem that way.
Shifting blue light wobbled over the bulkheads above her, painting her skin blue and bleaching all other colors from the spectrum.
The light seemed to come from everywhere at once. The great
tank rose up through the walls and ceiling, a masterpiece of engineering. It jutted out and curved inwards, narrower pillars and tunnels
leading to wider open spaces. Some areas were flat glass, and others
were bulging forcefields. Dark shapes of aeration filters, thermostats,
and feeding machinery made silhouettes against the deep blue backdrop, and the waving fronds of seaweed and coral growing on the
various ledges of artificial rock rippled like curtains billowing in the
breeze.
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Fifteen was looking at Kim. He was a Minke whale—one of the
smallest of all whale species; only the Pygmy was smaller. Most Minkes were a brown, gray, or purple shade, but Fifteen was white. She
didn’t know why, exactly. His genetics didn’t show anything unusual,
such as albinism—his eyes were a normal color, deep black, instead
of the pink often associated with creatures who couldn’t produce skin
pigment. He hung back slightly from the glass, drifting without effort.
He was thirty feet long, but all Kim could see was his foreshortened,
stumpy nose, and his tail lifting and falling so slowly it was almost
imperceptible.
Hello, he said, his voice brushing across the surface of the Link.
“Hello, Fifteen,” she replied. He wasn’t the brightest of the whales,
and Kim often found herself frustrated by his attempts at communication.
Fifteen is me. I am Fifteen.
“Where’s Adonai?” she asked him.
Adonai is . . . above.
“Where above?” Kim tried to keep the impatience from her voice,
but it crept in, nonetheless. “Stern? Aft?”
Fifteen bobbed slightly, the words clearly going straight over his
bulbous head. Kim sighed. Most of the others were able to convey
directions to her through the Link, but Fifteen had never been able
to get the hang of it. His thoughts were a confused tumble when
they came to her. Left and up, rightdownforwardalittle, swim nine
strokes . . . maybe?
She sighed, turning around as she passed him by, and searched
for Jonah or Tobias or Samuel. She could sense them on the Link, of
course, but they were distant, which meant they wanted their privacy.
But she was starting to get anxious, and if she had to, she’d pull them
back in, whether they liked it or not.
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“Adonai?” she called over the Link. Though she was speaking
out loud, the words were translated through the Link. Technically,
she could speak to them without speaking aloud at all, but this was
much harder. The clarity that came with speaking the words out loud
was almost essential, she had found, if she didn’t want to confuse the
whales. Or herself.
She was still moving, turning, and the tanks whirled around her
as she raised her head, craning her neck to take in the upper reaches
of Deck Ten. She could see, beyond the catwalks and stanchions and
the occasional bug-like autobot drifting past, the beginnings of Deck
Nine before the extent of her vision was too blurred by the shadows
to make out anything further. With a sigh, she turned and sprang for
one of the ladders. It was easy to climb, pushing from one rung to the
next with her feet, propelling herself with minimal effort from her
arms. The slight lack of gravity gave her a feeling of exhilaration and
robbed her of the fear of falling. It was a deceptive sensation, because
she could fall and cause herself grave injury—but she doubted it
would happen. Due to the lack of gravity, she had more time to react,
even if she did slip, than she’d ever need to right herself.
The tanks scrolled past her. A shelf of multicolored coral passed
by, small mounds of marine life pulsing and waving as if excited by
her presence. A stream of bubbles betrayed the presence of a whale
somewhere beyond. It wasn’t Adonai. The Link told her this, moments before she glimpsed the long, bump-riddled back of Noah.
Noah was a grey whale, and his hide looked like lichen-covered rock,
deep blue mottled with creamy white. He was the most reclusive of all
the whales and didn’t even acknowledge Kim as she passed.
She kept climbing, her toolbelt swinging against her thighs. She
was about 100 feet from the floor, now 150. There were buildings on
Earth smaller than this. But the scale of everything in the aquarium
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was so different that it hardly compared. When she looked down in
this particular section she could see all the way through Deck Eleven
and into Deck Twelve, adding over fifty feet to the chasm-like drop,
but she’d never suffered from vertigo. They’d never have sent her up
here if she did.
With a practiced movement, she swung herself onto a catwalk by
launching herself upwards and catching the railings under her hands,
keeping her body straight and kicking her legs out to give herself a
head start. It felt leisurely, that action, like she’d rehearsed it for years.
Like a dance, Adonai said softly inside her head.
“You’re watching me,” Kim said, glancing upwards as she walked
swiftly along the catwalk. A bulging section of forcefield swung toward her, barely holding back the blueness beyond. It didn’t even
look like water, not really. It had lost its fluidity, being cross-sectioned
like this, turning into something solid. Adonai didn’t reply, but Kim
smiled. She knew exactly where he was, now.
She reached the end of the catwalk, where a ladder led both up
and down. She jumped four rungs and began climbing upwards again.
At the top, another catwalk, this one running along the equator of the
bulge she’d passed under a moment before. At its end, the catwalk
drove inwards, pressing into an innermost section of the tank, like
a finger pushing into a soap bubble. The tank surrounded her on all
sides save the rearmost, the direction she’d come from. The catwalk
ended in a railed platform, small enough for a single person to stand.
She liked this spot. If she stood with her back to the open space, it
made her feel as if she were inside the tanks.
Adonai liked it too. On his side of the forcefield, there was an arch
of synthetic rock that looped overhead, forming a kind of arbor. Coral
liked to grow here, and it was a haven for glittering fish, too. Small
streams of bubbles whirled around. And there was Adonai, rolling
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from side to side, swimming back and forth through the arch, his fins
brushing the coral lightly. He’d turn, then swim back through. Again
and again. Only Adonai, of all the whales, engaged in this kind of activity. He claimed it helped him think.
When Kim looked at him, she saw her agōng—her grandpa—
who had been a perpetual pacer. Back and forth, back and forth—
he’d never sit down when he had something on his mind.
“Adonai,” she said. He gave a jolt of sudden awareness that wasn’t
visible in his movements, but she felt like a shock of lightning through
the Link. He wasn’t shielding his thoughts very well at all.
Little one with long fins, he said. This was how he had named her,
back before she’d talked to him about the expedience of single nouns.
Whale song, in the case of baleen whales, and the communicative
clicks and pops used by toothed whales like Adonai, did not involve
names as humans used them—at least, they hadn’t, until the Link was
conceived. The whales aboard, specifically, had had a hard time wrapping their minds around the concept initially. I told you not to come.
“Why not?” Kim asked. She leaned on the railing, looking
through the forcefield. It was perfectly clear, but it was also designed
in two layers, a safety precaution. There was a gap between the two
of about two inches. It put a distance between her and the water
that wasn’t there in the glassed sections, save at the very top of the
tanks. Every now and then, a soft ripple of golden or blue-tinged energy would move across the surface, signifying a fluctuation in the
field’s harmonics—a necessary function to keep the field’s strength
from dissipating under the several tons of water and all it contained.
“Adonai, I can feel your agitation.”
You are not supposed to. If I don’t want it. I don’t want it. So go.
“I can’t go,” Kim replied evenly. “I’m the Caretaker, remember?
It’s my job to make sure you’re all right.”
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Adonai swam back, looped himself over with a flick of his tail,
and swam forward once more. The coral swayed a moment after. The
Link glowed on his blunt forehead, a network of golden lines that was
a larger reflection of those on her own shaven head.
I don’t want you here, Kim.
Adonai’s voice was heavy in the Link. It was the equivalent of him
yelling at Kim, but it sounded petulant rather than aggressive. Kim
gave a soft smile—he rarely used her name, and she had shared her
real one with him—with all of the whales—out of necessity. The Link
allowed her to hide her thoughts when she needed to, but she had
never seen the necessity, nor felt the desire, to conceal her real name
from the whales. Who would they tell? They couldn’t talk to anyone
but her.
“Like it or not,” she said. “I’m here. So tell me. Maybe I can help.”
I—he began, moving his fins backward as his blunt-nosed head
poked through the arch, stopping himself just before the forcefield. I
do not know how to describe this thing that is wrong with me.
“I get it,” Kim said. She reached for her toolbelt and removed the
smaller tuner. “Maybe talk around it. What were you thinking a few
minutes ago, when I first felt the disturbance?”
I—Adonai began again. I was thinking about the stars. Are you going to tune my Link?
“The stars?” Kim blinked. She hadn’t expected this! “What about
them?”
You told me about the stars, Adonai said, still hovering in front of
her. He was only a few feet away, his head so huge he could swallow
her whole. He was a sperm whale, and the largest remaining. His skin
was glossy and a deep blueish grey mottled with lighter silver patches. His eyes sat low on his head, just behind his jaw, which Kim had
always thought gave sperm whales an unbalanced look. As he swung
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his head to the left, she suddenly glimpsed the depths of those black
eyes, and was catapulted back to the first time she’d seen him, back in
Sky Reach’s labs. He’d drawn his head back, his eye moving along the
length of her body before settling back on her face. The deliberateness
of that gesture had left her gasping and filled with a sense that, for all
her study and training, she hadn’t known anything about these creatures at all.
She still didn’t, if today’s conversation with Adonai was anything
to go by.
Little one with long fins, do you ever go outside?
“Outside?” Kim said, surprised. “You mean, outside the ship?
No.”
You should.
“It’s not that easy,” she said with a chuckle. “I can’t breathe out
there. I’d have to put on a suit—there’s a lot of preparation.”
You don’t want to go?
“No, it’s not that,” she replied, though, honestly, an EV walk was
not high on her list of stuff she most wanted to do at the moment. Far
from it. “I can’t just go out there for fun. If there’s an emergency or
something, I’d have to, to fix the ship—but otherwise, the computer
would probably refuse to let me use the resources.”
The com—com—comooter says whether you can go or not.
“I suppose so, yes.”
What would be made to happen if you had to go outside the ship,
then? If you were needing to deal with one of these emergencies?
“Well, I’ve been trained,” Kim replied, with an inward shudder
at the memory. “I know what to do if there’s an air leak or an engine
malfunction that needs to be repaired externally. I can use an external welder, and most of the other tools. For other problems, there
are the droids, and the computer is programmed with hundreds of
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thousands of scenarios and their solutions. It could talk me through
almost anything.”
But what if there was one that you couldn’t fix?
Kim was silent a minute. “Adonai, where is this coming from?”
What if a problem happened to you?
“Don’t worry about that. Nothing’s going to happen.” It was like
coaxing a small child back into bed after a nightmare. Her voice had
taken on a motherly croon she didn’t know she possessed. She was
slightly proud of herself.
But Adonai continued. I couldn’t protect you, Kim.
“Protect me? You don’t need to. I’m your protector.”
But there is only one of you. And you are but a child in human years.
I’m much older than you. And bigger. It should be me.
Kim felt a pang of sudden joy mixed with sadness. She shoved
it down deep. “That’s sweet, Adonai. But there’s nothing to worry
about, really. I’m good at my job. That’s why they picked me.”
I’ve been dreaming of them.
The leap in topic took Kim a moment to decipher, but she caught
a glimpse of a kaleidoscopic image of brilliant white stars through the
Link, Adonai’s signature thoughts mingling with it.
“Dreaming of the stars?” Kim asked. The tuner hung loosely in
one hand. She put the other out toward the forcefield. The field, reacting to her nearness, shimmered with small, blue ripples—a warning
feature built into the harmonics so that she’d know she was about to
put her hand against something otherwise invisible.
Yes. And I think I know what they look like. I really think I do.
“Tell me,” Kim said.
They’re all different colors. Like the coral. And the light they shine
with, that’s the light like the fish have. And they’re all against black like
the sea. But they’re small, and they’re so cold. And that’s how they’d feel.
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He was conveying all this through the Link as he spoke, and she
felt exactly what he meant by feel. Not feel as in touch, as in actual
contact—no, he meant that just by looking at them, just by feeling
their light on your skin, you’d have the sensation of them piercing
you like needles. The sensation was so strong that for a moment she
looked down at her body, expecting to see something jabbing into
her. “Oh, Adonai,” she sighed.
I would very love to see them, he replied, his own voice drawing out
as if he were a tired child. See . . . what they’re really like.
“I’d love to show them to you,” Kim replied. “But, Adonai, you’ve
got to remember that what you see isn’t what I see.” She lifted her
arms from the railing and swept them in an arc. “The water is black for
you. Not blue. Even the coral—there are more colors in it than you
even know. And the fish, for me, aren’t made of light. I can’t see them
at a distance like you can. So I can’t even tell you what the stars would
look like for you.”
I want to see, he answered, turning his head away. I very want to.
“I’m sorry,” she said, and she genuinely was. She had been charged
with the role of Caretaker because she was a problem-solver, the best
of the best. To find a problem that couldn’t be solved wasn’t just galling—it was horrifying.
She looked down at the tuner in her hand. It was shaped like a
pencil, with raised bumps to make it easy to hold. She had been certain that whatever was wrong with Adonai could be fixed by a few
small tweaks to his personality centers. With the tuner, she could
make adjustments to the levels of endorphins in his system, driving
away feelings of agitation.
But the Adonai who was speaking to her didn’t seem distressed.
He was . . . introspective. Moody, yes, but wasn’t that part of contemplation?
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With a sigh, she lifted the tuner. She flicked the button on the
side and aimed it through the forcefield. The beam was invisible until
it connected with the Link. The gold began to glow brighter, a pulse
running along the network of filaments before vanishing.
Adonai’s head moved slowly from one side to the other. She
hadn’t been able to work out yet if he knew what the tuner did or
not. He showed no signs of this knowledge now, certainly. His eyes
blinked slowly, and he drifted away from her.
She left Adonai, walking back along the catwalk as he flicked his
tail and dived deeply, vanishing into the depths.
The journey back to ground level was easy, but she took it slowly
because her mind was churning over everything Adonai had said.
Why was he so interested in the stars? Their conversation the day
before was one she hardly remembered. They’d been talking about
something entirely unrelated—the flavor of fish, she recalled.
They taste like life, Adonai had told her, and she’d been surprised
by this analogy.
“There’s a name for it,” she’d told him. “Umami. It’s not bitter,
sweet, or sour. Salty, yes, but an underlying taste that’s . . . well, meaty.
Kind of fresh. Is that what you mean?”
Life. Blood and bone. Movement. That’s the taste of fish.
“I wonder how the fish will taste for you, in the oceans of New
Eden. It has a lower salt content. Not significant, but it might be
enough to alter the taste of the fish.”
What does it look like?
“Fish? Or New Eden?”
The planet.
“It looks like a star,” she said. “At the moment, it’s so far away it
looks smaller than a lot of the others. Just a ball of gas and rock hanging in black space.”
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I wonder if the fish will enjoy it, Adonai had moved the conversation on, and there the mention of stars had ended.
But somehow, somehow he’d picked up more information,
pieced it together to realize that the stars were surrounding the ship,
along with the vacuum of space. She couldn’t recall any other occasion where their conversation had veered anywhere near to those topics, so she had to assume he’d thought up the rest himself. He’d never
seen stars on his own, after all. Not even on Earth.
So preoccupied with her thoughts, she’d made it almost all the
way back up the ramps to Deck Three when she saw it.
Standing on one of the other ramps, 200 yards away. Curtained
by enough shadows that it was almost impossible to tell if it was real
or just some mirage made by a stray beam of light from the overhead
lamps. But for a second, a split second, she was sure of it.
There was a man there, staring at her.
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She’d feared the stowaway, when the real threat had been bought
willingly onto the ship as a guest of honor.
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Kim forms a close bond with the whales in her care, and their mental
Link allows conversation on the lonely spaceship. But when one of the
whales, Adonai, begins acting strange, Kim begins to suspect that she is
a pawn in a secret mission meant to ensure the whales never reach their
destination. Or it may just be the isolation getting to her.
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ubbly social media star Hannah Monksman is captaining Seiiki
and carrying the last of Earth’s whales to a new paradise planet.
Viewers have been following Hannah’s journey, but what they don’t
know is her true identity—Kim Teng who won her role as Caretaker
with the help of underground operatives known as the Crusaders.
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